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The Elms Return to Cedarville to M en’s Team Prepares
F or National Tourney
Help Promote SGA Elections
TJ C o u ch
C o n tr ib u tin g ’ W rite r

Returning to campus after
their Homecoming performance,
The Elms helped to promote the
SGA elections, putting on a con
cert as part of the election show
Sunday evening.
“No band is better for an
evening of political madness,”
said Owen Thomas, lead singer
for the band, as he showed off
his new Cedarville University tshirt. The band pumped up the
energy flow, starting off with
some of their good old rock and
roll hits.
Though The Elms are not
widely known, they are begin
ning to reach the top with their
distinctive style. This young,
Indiana-born rock group con
sists of Thomas on vocals, gui
tars, and keys, his brother Chris

The Elms perform for an excited audience.

on drums, Thom Daugherty on
guitar and Keith Miller on bass.
They released their first album,
self-titled, in February 2000.
The first official album, “The
Big S urprise,” came in May
2001, and just recently, The Elms

D. B erruti/ C ontributed

released th eir third album ,
“Truth, Soul, Rock & Roll.”
This one flooded the stores on
October 22, 2002 - soon after
their first appearance on the

See Elms page 12

For the first time in 21 years,
the Cedarville Yellow Jackets are
finally on their way to the NA1A
D ivision II N ationals. They
ended the regular season with an
impressive 25-7 record and suf
fered only two conference
losses. The 14-2 conference
record was good enough to win
the American Mideast Confer
ence South division title, and
they can win the whole AMC
conference championship with
a win over St. Vincent on March
1.
The Jackets capped o ff an
impressive regular season with
an 84-58 pounding of Shawnee
State. Nearly 4,000 people were
on hand to watch the home fi
nale, which broke the attendance
record for the third straight
game. The Jackets once again

showed why they are number
one in the conference by play
ing great defense and hanging
around long enough to go on that
predictable huge scoring run for
w hich they have becom e
know n. Freshm an forw ard
Mugabe Thomas led the Jack
ets with 15 points, followed by
sophomore guard Justin Lower
and ju n io r forw ard Barry
Chamberlin, who each chipped
in 12. The game against
Shawnee State came over a twogame. stretch where the Jackets
outscored their opponents 175
115.
The Jackets’ impressive sea
son has been tough on the play
ers both physically and mentally,
but they realize that in order for
it to be a success, they have to
now work harder than ever. One
bad game in Nationals could cost
them a chance at a National

See Tourney page 15

Fans Supportive or D isruptive?
games. There was a point in his
tory where we were considered
C o n tr ib u tin g - W riter
the best in all small, Christian
colleges for an entertaining bas
It’s 7:30 p.m. on a Saturday ketball game, and this year had
night. Crowds enter in swarms the best group o f student fans
of yellow t-shirts. The jazz band that we have ever experienced,”
warms and tunes. The energy said Ray Slagle, head coach of
increases as a group o f students, the varsity men’s basketball team.
dressed in strange attire, form The fans’ energy, the team’s tal
at the bottom of the stands. They ent and the school’s excitement
start jumping and shouting, as if brought crowds from within the
a celebrity were in the vicinity. student body and the community
Finally, 12 men rush the court, to participate in the final home
and the room explodes. The next game, Slagle said.
Cedarville University basketball
This year, there was a particu
game begins.
lar group of fans that not only
“There is no comparison to the served as catalysts for this en
degree of conduct that is dis ergy, but also caused a degree
played at Cedarville basketball of controversy amongst the ad
A m anda A n d erson

.

ministration and student body.
Located near the sidelines of the
court, this group, composed
prim arily o f male students,
practiced a more interactive
approach. Each home game, the
group sponsored a different
theme - “toga night,” robot
night” and “crazy suit night” in hopes o f arousing student
participation and support.
However, at the game against
Huntington on December 12,
President Dixon was disturbed
by the group’s actions and pub
licly reprimanded them after the
game. “The ‘O verrated’ and
‘G oodbye’ cheers that were

See Fans page 5
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■News

J i l l M ista k

Lyle is working with Montgom Lord and a love for people-that
ery County Children’s Services makes her a great recipient for
Agency, where she is the pri this award and also a great
Senior social work major Mary mary caseworker for multiple friend. Way to go, Mare,” she
Lyle is the first Cedarville Uni families, providing information said.
In the near future, Lyle plans
versity student to receive the and referral, as well as offering
National Association o f Social support to all family members to attend graduate school and
then focus a ministry specifically
Workers regional award for Stu involved.
Lyle is also involved in social toward adolescent girls. “They
dent o f the Year: a personal
honor and a tribute to the CU work organizations at Cedarville are an extrem ely vulnerable
and throughout the local area. In population dealing with a lot of
social work program.
Social work professors addition to being vice president critical issues, including emo
Cynthia Sutter-Tkel, Nelson o f the Social Work National tional turmoil, eating disorders,
Henning and George Huff nomi Honor Society, she was previ depression and low self-esteem,
nated Lyle for the award in De ously a member of Homes for as they try to find themselves.
cember, believing she exhibited Life, a CU organization that If you don’t get in there and
the qualities necessary to secure works in conjunction with Habi show them their worth as indi
the award. Unaware that her pro tat for Humanity. Outside of viduals and as children of God,
fessors had nominated her, Lyle Cedarville, Lyle belongs to the then the world is going to define
was surprised when she recently Miami Valley Ohio Women of it for them. Prevention and in
received the letter of congratu Vision/ World Vision, and partici tervention are crucial.”
And while Lyle is anxious to
lations. “When I found out, I pates as an undergraduate stu
was th rilled and honored. 1 dent board representative for the begin her profession full-time,
didn’t even know that I had been North American Association of she’s bothered with the social
stigma associated with her line
nominated, so it was a huge sur Christians in Social Work.
In addition to Lyle’s social of work. “Many Christians look
prise,” Lyle said.
She received the award be work endeavors, she also exem down on it because social work
cause her professors recognized plifies qualities that cause her to is viewed as being a liberal pro
the high level of achievement she excel in the realm of social work, fession. On the other hand, non:
has obtained doing social work said Sutter-Tkel. “ Mary is a Christians look down on Chris
and her commitment to certain model social work student and tians being involved in social
core values essential to the spirit has certainly demonstrated ad work, since w e’re viewed as
herence to the NASW Code of being judgmental concerning the
of the profession.
Starting in high school, Lyle Ethics. She is service-oriented, areas of abortion, homosexual
has since achieved a broad ex as noted by her many volunteer ity and many other issues we deal
posure to her career field. “When endeavors. She also possesses with in social work.”
Last year Sutter-Tkel attended
I found out what social work a social justice focus, especially
was - that it was this thing I’ve w ith her concern for the the awards banquet, where she
been doing my whole life and marginalized, i.e. the homeless saw Ohio State, Miami Univer
was so passionate about and that and poor women and children sity and Ohio University students
it could become my career - I globally. Her dedication to rela receiving awards. She knew that
realized it was my niche,” she tionships and the preservation of Cedarville students were every
the dignity and worth of clients bit as deserving, so this year,
said.
Her experience includes work has been evidenced by her field Sutter-Tkel said, the faculty
nominated Mary, and she won.
ing with inner city children as a instructor’s evaluations.”
Cheryl Carter, Lyle’s field in
But she’s not taking all the
camp counselor, mentoring girls
at the Greene County Girls’ Resi structor at the Interfaith Hospi glory. She praises the CU social
dential T reatm ent C enter tality Network in Xenia, said, work program for its uncompro
through Juvenile Court, work “Mary is willing to fight for her mising Christian principles and
ing with junior high school girls clients and take a stand for them. integration of faith and practice,
in a church setting, as well as She will be a wonderful asset to while remaining highly competi
tive with students o f leading
interning this past summer with the profession.”
L yle’s classm ate, senior secular social work programs. “I
Good Works, Inc. - a housing
program for the homeless in Ath Lindsy Mirra, was also thrilled didn’t earn this award on my
with her friend’s success. “Mary own— we just have a great proens, OH.
For her junior field experience, has an incredible heart for the gram,” Lyle said._________
she worked at Interfaith Hospi
Bicycles for Recreation, Transportation, and Fitness
tality Network in Xenia, a home
less shelter utilizing church
buildings and church members
.O E C V 0>
Bikes from:
V * ^!TIPV <
to provide care for homeless
Sales
• Trek
o v
families. During her time there,
and
• Lemond
Lyle assessed incoming clients’
Service
• Gary Fisher
situations and managed their
cases to make sure they would
Full line of accessories.
receive appropriate assistance to
get back on their feet. Currently,
Tues.- Sat. 10 - 6
110 Dayton St.
Sun. 12 p.m. - 4 p.m., Closed Mon.
937-767-9330
for her senior work experience,
C o n tr ib u tin g ' W riter

Mary Lyle works with children at Good Works, Inc.

Contributed

------------------------------- N e w s
Engineering Day Draws M any
Prospective Science Students

I
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Highschool Musicians
Come For Showcase

J o h n a th a n C o llin s

M ic h a e l Bouchard!

C o n tr ib u tin g ' W riter

C o n tr ib u tin g - W riter

Once a year, members of the
engineering departm ent put
away their calculators and graph
paper and hit the hardwood.
Unlike most engineering compe
titions, this contest is more than
a match of the minds. “It’s re
ally no different than watching
anyone else play. There are a lot
of decent players,” said junior
Bobby Cassity, who participated
in the late-night hoops match.
This match-up was part of last
week’s Engineering Gym Night,
which followed the CU men’s
basketball game. Other social
activities of the evening included
rousing games o f pool, pingpong and chess. At midnight, the
group headed over to the Callan
Athletic Center for a few hours
of basketball and volleyball. The
activities ended around 2 a.m.
The next day, prospective
engineering students throughout
the U.S. converged on campus
to explore CU’s engineering pro
gram. The University considers
this day an effective recruitment
opportunity, allow ing high
school students the opportunity
to learn about the program first
hand.
“I feel strongly that if we can
show a student what we have
to offer, then we can get them
here,” said Assistant Director of
Admissions Jason Atwell. This
added exposure has proved help
ful in recruiting, as the depart
ment continues to grow and ex
pand.
Senior Tim Bailey is a prime
example of the weekend’s suc
cess in recruiting. Four years
ago, he attended similar activi
ties. “When I left [Engineering
Day], 1 had had a full Cedarville
experience. The impact that the
professors and students had on
me that day solidified in my mind
my decision to attend Cedarville.
I look back today and can say
that if it was not for Engineer
ing Day 1 would not have at
tended Cedarville.”

Over 240 high school students
experienced Cedarville Univer
sity firsthand during the 17th
annual Music Showcase week
end February 20-22.
High school students involved
in the Music Showcase were
given the opportunity to interact
with current CU music students,
while participating in music en
sembles themselves. The selec
tion process was extensive for
the showcase: teacher recom
mendation, admissions fee and
designation of honor choir or
honor band. Participating stu
dents arrived on Thursday and
began rehearsals immediately
following orientation that night.
Each ensemble held at least three
rehearsals before the final con
cert on Saturday afternoon.
“I really enjoyed the rehears
als,” said high school senior
Maribeth Phillips from Hilliard.
OH. “It was a lot of fun work
ing under the different directors.”
Phillips was a soprano in the
honor choir, which was directed
by Lyle Anderson, professor of
vocal music, and assisted by
Mark Spencer, associate profes
sor of vocal music, and Beth
Porter, assistant professor of
music.

P rospective student Kyle
Strong, from Otego B aptist
Academy, prefers CU’s involved
approach to engineering. “I like
the interactive stuff Cedarville
offers. I think a lot of other col
leges focus more on the aca
demics instead of the actual
hands-on learning.”
The day began at 10 a.m. with
student registration, campus
tours and lunch. The prospec
tive students congregated at
12:30 in the ENS for an official
introduction. Then the hands-on
learning began. Prospective stu
dents took the opportunity to
roam throughout the building
and observe different demon
strations, such as a wind tunnel
and a visit to the circuits and
control lab. They also had the
opportunity to learn how to test
Internal Combustion Engines in
hopes of reducing pollution.
The day concluded at 4 p.m.
when prospective engineers
talked with current engineers
about topics ranging from
“What do young engineers do?”
to “ How com petitive are
Cedarville graduates?”
Another chance for prospec
tive students to see the
Cedarville campus will come on
February 27 when CU hosts the
TEAMS competition. Organized

by the Junior Engineering Tech
nical Society in Alexandria, VA,
the TEAMS (Tests of Engineer
ing Aptitude, Mathematics and
Science) competition gives high
school students a chance to ex
ercise their skills.
These tests are held on cam
puses across the nation with the
participants competing for a trip
to Washington D.C. The test is
administered in two parts. The
first part of the test is graded to
determine local standings, while
the second half determines na
tional rankings.
The TEAMS competition is
also another important recruiting
tool for Cedarville in that it will
bring in 33 team s from 19
schools. “Cedarville has changed
significantly in the past 10 to 15
years,” said Chuck Allport, as
sistant to the academic vice presi
dent.
“There are still many people in
the Miami Valley who have a very
obsolete or narrow view of what
CU is. They are shocked to see
our facilities, programs and level
of quality. This is an image thing.
It is very important for the pub
lic in general, but teachers in par
ticular, to understand and appre
ciate Cedarville as a community
institution whether or not they
share our specific belief set.”

3

When the students were not
rehearsing, they were given the
opportunity to attend different
events and activities. On Thurs
day night, the students attended
a performance by the Jazz Band,
followed by an exclusive coffee
house in the event rooms, with
live music entertainment from
the Abundant Life Singers. On
Friday, the Showcase Concert
featured Cedarville’s various in
strumental and vocal ensembles.
After the concert, attendees were
invited to the men’s basketball
game, Cedarville vs. Shawnee
State.
“ My favorite part o f this
w eekend was definitely the
[men’s] basketball game,” said
high school freshman Chase
Baldwin, who lives in Plain City,
OH. Baldwin played trombone in
the honor band, under the direc
tion of Michael DiCuirci, profes
sor of instrumental music.
For some potential students,
the weekend was slightly more
stressful with auditions and com
petitions. Auditions for accep
tance into the music department
were held for approximately 20
students. In these trials, students
performed pre-selected music
pieces and also sight-read for the
professor(s). Accepted students
received a congratulatory t-shirt

See Showcase page 5

Lyle Anderson directs the Music Showcase honor choir. M. Riddle/ Cedars
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-NewsNewly Elected SGA Officers will be Announced Tonight
J e n n if e r H im e s
C o n t r ib u t in g W riter
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As is the custom at CU, the
election process for next year’s
Student Government Association
begins earlier than most schools,
allowing sufficient time to usher
in the new candidates and show
them the ropes.
This year, that process is al
most complete, following the
primaries and introduction of the
candidates during Sunday’s SGA
Election Show. Today is the next
step - voting day. To recap
Sunday’s question/ answer time,
each candidate’s platform and
goals were restated as follows.
During The Elms concert inter
mission, each of the current SGA
officers introduced the future
office candidates and asked
them some questions.
SGA President David Wenzel
began by asking the presidential
candidates why they decided to
run. K.C. Myers said he is running.for SGA president because
God has set this opportunity in
front of him. “Because 1 believe
it would be any man’s honor to
be used to such a capacity, I
run,” he said. His major goal is
“to see SGA change for the bet
ter by becoming even more of a
ministry, in both internal and
external affairs.” His running
mate, vice presidential candidate
Rachel Marley, said she looks
forward to planning homecom
ing. She also shares Myers’ vi
sion. “K.C. and I see SGA as a
ministry to the student body and
fo r the student body. We want
to bring the fun of SGA to ev
eryone,” she said.
The second pair running for
president and vice president, Rob
O’Brien and Rachel Mahl, gave
a similar response when asked
why they were running. Both
said they were running with the
desire to serve the student body.
Mahl said, “Our biggest goal for
next year is to bring SGA to the
student body, to really see what
concerns the students have and
what we can do to make things
better for them.”

SGA hopeful Rob O’Brien shares his heart with students. D. Berruti/ Contributed

Next, the candidates for chaplain took the stage. Due to a tight
primary vote, three candidates
are on this year’s ballot: Greg
Guiler, Joe Knable and Philip
Miller. The three candidates said
on Sunday that they plan to give
their undivided attention to the
role of SGA chaplain, should
they be elected.
Current Chaplain Jonathan
Farrell began these interviews,
asking why they decided to run
for the position. G uiler re
sponded, “God spoke to me in
the affirmation of you guys.” In
response to his goals as chap
lain, Guiler said, “From a gen
eral standpoint, my goal is to glo
rify God. More specifically, I
would like to keep the good com
bination of fun and worship in
the SGA chapels that the students
like. The personalities behind
SGA may change, but the func
tion of it should not.” As for his
interaction with the student body,
Guiler said his goal is to be avail
able one-on-one.
Knable, the second chaplain
candidate, said, “1know God has
called me to speak...there is
nothing I love doing m ore.”
Knable also said he desires “to
build individual relationships
around campus.”
Miller, the third of the chap
lain candidates to speak, ex
plained his own rationale for run
ning. “I want to see SGA chapel

become so radically focused on
who God is and w hat He
does...so that you leave chapel
worshipping because you have
seen who God is,” he said. “I
want to see Cedarville students
be satisfied for God that God is
for them, which is all they truly
need.”
As far as his relationship with
the student body, Miller said he
wants to “know, cherish, exem
plify and proclaim Jesus Christ

in the dorms, in Chuck’s and in
all of life.”
The secretarial candidates fol
lowed. C andidate Patrick
Dudenhofer said that he wants
to “be the encourager of the lead
ership,” to “kill the bad ideas,
and support the good ideas.”
Dudenhofer also showed his
concern about SGA’s role be
yond Cedarville. “I want to make
sure that SGA events are con
sistent with Cedarville’s goals
and worldview. Those outside
the student body need to see
Christ reflected in all our activi
ties - even in those activities that
are pure fun,” ...............
Mandi Van Hooser, also a sec
retarial candidate, said she is run
ning for this office because she
is passionate about people. Her
personal goal is “serving you all
with a purpose.”
The candidates for treasurer
concluded the interview session.
David Ross said he is running
as a way to be involved behind
the scenes. “I have seen the past
two SGAs accom plish some
great things for the student body,
and I have a strong desire to
ensure that SGA continues to
produce quality events for the

2003-2004 school year,” he said.
GJ Flikweert, the second can
didate for treasurer, agreed. “1
like to work with numbers, and
I love to work with people. 1
would like to continue the way
SGA has been going the last two
years.” He plans to incorporate
different kinds of activities with
the hopes of offering “something
for everyone.”
As the upcoming transition
approaches, the current SGA
offers its own words of wisdom
to the incoming members. “1
think tradition is a scary con
cept,” said current SGA Presi
dent David Wenzel.
“Find out what the students
w ant. Everyone thinks they
know, but they don’t. The stu
dent body’s needs and wants are
d rastically changing. What
worked before will no longer be
as successful....Use the changes
that will occur in the next year
with Dr. Brown. Things are go
ing to be different and that pro
vides an amazing opportunity to
start something new and incred
ible,” he said.
Electronic voting begins today.
The candidates will be an
nounced this evening via e-mail.
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Fans
continuedfrom page 1
said were disrespectful and un
called for. We have never done
that to teams in the past. This
was the first time in 25 years that
I have had to apologize to a coach
about the conduct of our fans,”
said Dixon.
The issue was addressed in
chapel shortly after the com
mencement o f the second se
mester because of a second in
cident that occurred at the home
game against Malone on Janu
ary 25. “I had to address the
problem . We are a Christian
school, and what I saw at the
Huntington game and the Malone
game was so beyond the line,”
Dixon said.
The group said they made an
effort to change the specific
things which Dixon had re
quested but were confused as to
why their behavior had been
viewed as disrespectful.
Dixon clarified. “It all hinges
on the basic issue of respect;
some instances fans have shown

Sophomore Justin Henry said,
“We dress up and go crazy to
have fun and support our friends.
All season, our goal has been to
show other teams that Christians
can still have good, clean fun
within the boundaries of what is
right.” Although the different in
stances of complaint from the
administration have deterred the
group from other radical behav
“...we want everyone ior, the group says they are dedi
cated to showing their support
who comes to see how to
the team.
neat it is that they love
“I think we help other fans to
become more comfortable doing
Christ.”
things
they normally wouldn’t
-Carl Ruby Vice President o f
feel
comfortable
with. We try to
Student Services
create an atmosphere of excite
ment” is a source of confusion ment - we want others to know
to some. “We were told some that Christians can honor God
specific w ays in w hich to and have fun at the same time,”
change, such as the ‘Overrated’ junior Karl Bernhard said.
On the other side of the court,
cheer, and saying, ‘h i’ to the
where
the team and coaches look
other team - which we complied
on,
nothing
but positive feedback
to, but we still kept getting yelled
can
be
heard
considering this
at. It’s hard to stop doing some
thing or offending people when group of fans. “These guys re
we weren’t told what we were ally enhance the benefits of home
doing wrong,” said senior Micah court advantage. Not only are we
comfortable, but the support of
Russell.
our friends gives us an extra
adrenaline rush that keeps us
pushing into the end of the sec
ond quarter,” junior captain Bariy
Chamberlain said. “Our fans not
only glorify the Lord in their
no respect and have said things
that manifest a lack of respect,
and that is not how Cedarville
University should be portrayed.
It hinders our testimony,” said
Dixon.
This opposition and concern
toward the group o f fans who
say their only goal is “to have
fun in a clean, Christian environ-

* A two-year program — mental health
counseling trecfc (prepares students
for licensors end Ph D. studies)

* focus oo pemonal/spmtuai
growth of the counselor os an
essential element for effective

counseling,
* Com.mitmeist to Scripture os the
foundation for truth, as well as
an understanding of the
complementary truths in
psychology.

*

cheering, but they contribute a
great deal o f enthusiasm that
encourages us to play harder and
better,” said junior captain Greg
Guiler.
“Guys at this age can cross the
precipice having fun, with no
intention of being mean or caus
ing harm. You get a group of
guys together at a sporting event,
and it’s a whole different ball
game,” Slagle said. “They all
have one goal: to have a live,
thriving, encouraging, spontane
ous, vocal crowd that is having
the time o f their life at a ball
game. And they accom plish
that.”
Vice President of Student Ser
vices Carl Ruby described the
desired goal of achieving a bal
ance between respect and fun.
He said, “There have always
been groups getting together and
acting goofy - that’s part of be
ing a college student, and I have
no problem with that. They are
a good group of guys, and the
things that I have observed have
been positive. Our main concern
is that we want everyone who
comes to see how neat it is that
they love Christ. We want to rec
ognize the issue o f maturity, and
what we mean by maturity is
learning from our own m is
takes.”

Showcase
continuedfrom page 3
welcoming them into the music
department and met the chair
man o f the music department,
James Colman.
Several students also com
peted for music scholarships.
Two different scholarships are
offered to incoming students.
The Gabrieli Scholarship is given
to an instrumentalist (excluding
pianists), and the C ristofori
Scholarship is awarded to an
outstanding pianist. Students
who wished to compete for these
scholarships first sent in a pre
liminary video. Finalists, chosen
by the music department, were
asked to perform forjudges dur
ing the Showcase weekend. Win
ners were announced during the
final performance.
On Saturday, the prospective
students concluded their activi
ties for the weekend with a con
cert featuring the honor en
sembles and the scholarship win
ners. The two groups combined
for a special closing performance
with “Battle Hymn of the Repub
lic.” “I especially enjoy the final
concert,” said Colman. “ It’s
great to see what they have ac
complished in a short amount of
time.”
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V ie w points
Beware Christian Chicken Little
Ian E llis
C o n tr ib u tin g - W riter

The Rapture is coming! The
Rapture is coming! Whenever
controversy boils in the Middle
East or global powers collide, it
seems as if many Christians feel
the need to become geo-politi
cal Paul Revere’s, announcing to
the world, “One” if by land,
“Two” if by sea, “Three” if by
clouds.
All rationality regarding inter
national power and politics is
thrown out the door, and images
o f Tim L aH ay e’s and Jerry
Jenkins’ Nicolae Carpathia begin
dancing like sugarplums in our
heads. For one m om ent, it
would greatly please me if we
would not read Revelation into
our opinions on international
politics, for “no one knows the
time or the place, but the Fa
ther.”
Two examples specifically
demonstrate this disjunction in
the common Christian political
mindset: world organizations
and the Israeli-Palestinian con
flict. First, the burgeoning of
world organizations, such as the
EU, NATO, and the UN, is not
the anointing of a one world gov
ernment and the mark of the
beast in the form of global ID
cards that are injected into your
right forearm at birth, as some
may believe.
As NATO and the EU look to
expand their influences to the
former Soviet bloc countries,
you can hear Christian Chicken
Little screaming at the Boy Who
Cried “Great Bear from the
North.”
While organizations such as
these— especially the idea of an
International Criminal Court—
can be extremely detrimental,
they are bad ideas for reasons
other than the inception of the
Great Tribulation, i.e. the under
mining o f the national sover
eignty of our great country. We
need to know what we think
about these issues on a political,
logical level, not on a prophetic
one.
Secondly, I believe that too
often we as Christians hold opin
ions of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict which are myopic on
most accounts; the majority of
Christians blindly take the side

o f Israel, not considering the
factors involved.Primarily, I be
lieve that most Christians uncon
ditionally support Israel due to
the b e lie f that the Jews are
“G od’s chosen people,” and,
while I certainly cannot disagree
with that claim, in no way does
that fact excuse misbehavior on
the part o f the Israeli govern
ment.
Believing that God will show
favor to those who love the Jew
ish people in no way requires us,
as Christians, to support a gov
ernment that runs roughshod
over a people with whom they
share their homeland. By no
means am I aiming to be accu
satory of the Israeli government;
I am supportive of Prime Minis
ter Sharon and Defense Minis
ter Netanyahu. I firmly believe
that Israel should not give up the
land or the rights that belong to
it, but I believe this is an issue
of national sovereignty not Di
vine ordinance.
Granted, there are no easy so
lutions, as some may think—
cough, cough, Bill Clinton,
cough. The nation of Israel is
under attack from anti-Semitist
terrorist organizations from all
over the region, but it’s a com
plex situation. Palestinians are
people too—now there’s profun
dity. Honestly though, too of
ten we fail to realize that the ac
tions of the Israeli government
do affect the lives of innocent

Palestinians, whom God loves as
well. We, as Christians, must put
into proper perspective our
mindset: we should defend the
existence of Israel, not excuse its
actions.
I’ll bet you didn’t know this:
Israel is in violation of more UN
Security Council Resolutions than
Iraq. Shocking, isn’t it? I am
firm ly in support o f the war
against the Iraqi regime, and I
certainly d o n ’t support war
against Israel. Yet I do believe that
we fail to realize that our support
for the Israeli people must be
based upon the same love with
which we love any person of any
nation: Palestinian or Israeli.
In conclusion, let us simply
remember that while our faith and
biblical beliefs permeate every
area of our life, it is vital to deeply
consider exactly where and how
they intersect the areas o f po f tics and international power. Too
often, I believe, Christians take a
scriptural idea, especially proph
ecy, and try to apply it to things
to which they have no business
applying it.
Until the day comes when our
Lord returns, we need to prop
erly understand how our faith dic
tates our opinions regarding poli
tics and international affairs.
World politics certainly is crazy,
and issues such as these may
never be resolved. But “it is well
with my soul... even so come
Lord Jesus.”

Young’s Je rse y Dairy
A Working Farm
Two Restaurants
Homemade Ice
Cream
Petting Zoo
Friendly Service
Two G ift Shops
Homemade Donuts

Udders & Putters
Miniature Golf
Catered Group
Picnics
Great Sandwiches
Covered & Heated
Tee Driving Range
Great Study

National Hot
Fudge Sundae
Weekend
2/2 8 -3 /1
Get yours for
only $0.99!!

No Bull.
Ju st
Best Milkshake in Ohio (O hb Magazine)
Best Ice Cream in the Region (Region’s Business Reader's Poit)
#1 Attraction in the Dayton-Springfield Area (Dayton Business

Journal)
One mile north of Yellow Springs on Route 68

937-325-0629 cows@youngsdairy.com
www.youngsdairy.com
Dairy Store Hours — 6 am to 10 pm Sun-Thurs
6 am to 11 pm Fri & Sat

Family
Fun at
Young's!
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V iicw poi nts
Homosexuality and the Church

O

W h itn e y Jo h n s o n
C o n trib u ti n g W rite r
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Last summer Kim told me that
God hates her. She told me that all
the Christians she knows hate her,
simply for her sexual preference.
She has given up all faith in God
because she sincerely thinks that
God hates lesbians. 1 believe the
church today must try to change
Kim’s mind. This type o f belief
about Christianity seems to be in
creasingly common among homo
sexual individuals, and one issue
undergirding the problem is the
place they have been denied in the
local church.
Though many scholars have
tried, it is hard to deny that the
Bible calls homosexual activity sin.
Of the few texts dealing with the
issue, some are very clear. At the
same time, we may ask why ho
m osexuality is so stigm atized
among other, more ubiquitous sins.
For example, if a person dealt
regularly, even daily, with the sin
of pride, she or he would certainly
not be ostracized by the church.
Yet a person who even suggests a
homosexual interest can be denied
fellow ship in m any churches.
Whether that denial comes bla
tantly or just by the obdurate atti
tude of the people, the damage is
the same.
Certainly the homosexual com
munity has been marginalized by
society at large, but the church
should be known as a safe place
for all people. Since the children
of God are to be known for their
love, an attitude of hatred will only
mask the presence and the work
of God.
Most would agree that a person
who acknowledges a sin problem
and seeks God’s help should be
welcomed into church fellowship.
Still, for some reason, homosexu
ality has been stigmatized in many
churches. Some would draw the
distinction that a homosexual indi
vidual is living a lifestyle o f sin
rather than committing isolated sin
ful acts.
Other sins as common as gos
sip and gluttony are equally perva
sive- though. These sins can just

as easily become a lifestyle, even
for the most upstanding church
member.
Without addressing the entire no
tion of traditional" church member
ship, it would seem that a homo
sexual individual who is pursuing
God and desiring change should be
accepted for membership. 1 inten
tionally use the phrase ‘homosexual
individual,’ because the entire iden
tity of a person is not found in her
or his sexual orientation. ‘Homo
sexuals’ are still individuals, equally
valued and loved by God.
If the church denies membership
on the basis of sexual orientation,
where does a homosexual believer
belong? Rather than exiling her or
him as an outsider, churches should
acknowledge the need for every
Christian to be part of a growth
community. Without the help and
support of mature believers, how
does the church expect change to
take place?
Beyond issues o f church mem
bership, an attitude that has para
lyzed the outreach of the church is
the ‘us and them’ mindset. Rather
than accepting one another as fel
low seekers o f God, churches build
barriers to maintain a false sense
of piety. This approach is especially
evident in churches that hold ho
m osexual individuals at arm s’
length. Though the church may
claim to have a ‘come as you are’
philosophy of ministry, the funda
mentalist separation doctrine be
littles those who do come.
An understanding of the long pro
cess of spiritual growth may be
helpful to engender more accept
ing. churches. The jo u rn ey o f
change from homosexuality can
take years, even decades, to fully
take place, which requires the
church to have genuine patience
and enduring love.
The Bible gives much more at
tention to the sin of hatred than the
issue o f homosexuality. Though
hatred may be less visible out
wardly, it is at least as pervasive
and difficult to change. The Chris
tian church has a responsibility to
eradicate the sin of hatred, espe
cially toward homosexual individu
als, if it wants to have a relevant
witness today.

P a t r ic k S m ith
C o n trib u tin g - W rite r

“I struggle with impure thoughts.”
“I am materialistic.” “I am not a cheer
ful giver.” “I have some serious jeal
ousy issues.” “I am manipulative.” “I
struggle with homosexuality”—GASP!
The moment of transparency is stifled.
The silence is painful. After all, ho
mosexuality is the unpardonable sin,
right?
Wait a minute; according to my
Bible, the atoning death of Christ over
came the power of all sin.
Why then has “H” replaced “A” as
our scarlet letter? We wince at the
words “gay” and “lesbian,” and cower,
speculating that someone among us
struggles with these tendencies. But
Jesus declares all sin to be equally
loathsome to God (Matthew 5:28).
Where is our wincing and cowering
over materialism, jealousy, and ma
nipulation? In light of God’s word,
we must consent that homosexuality
is no worse than, say, premarital im
purity. Truthfully, they are identical in
their source - a perversion o f God’s
intended purpose for human sexual
ity.
But ethereal notions such as these
are easy to affirm. What does our the
ology look like when applied? For in
stance how should we as the church
react to a newly repentant gay man
desirous of becoming a church mem
ber? Given the horrible manner in
which the church has treated homo
sexuals, membership is almost an un
necessary question—they are not ex
actly beating the doors down to get
in. Initially, our stigmatization of gays
and lesbians must be eradicated. Yet in
striving for compassion, we cannot
neglect proper treatment of sin in gen
eral. Aspiring to strike this balance, let
us carry out the aforementioned par
allel of homosexuality to other sexual
sin: a man approaches his pastor tell
ing him that he had been involved in
an adulterous relationship for three
years. However, he repented last
week, told his wife, and wants to be
come a member of the church.
First, praise God for the grace that
He provides to repent. Highlighting the
sin is not what needs to occur here.
The sin has already been dealt with.
One of God’s children was straying

but has repented and returned to a
right relationship with God. We
should celebrate. Concurrently, we
must be discerning—true repentance
is followed by sustained, appropri
ate action. In Matthew 3:8-9, John
the Baptist declares to the Pharisees
and Sadducees that they must bear
fruit in keeping with repentance; that
is, their actions must correspond to
their righteous speech.
In the situation with the adulter
ous man, we would expect him to
meet over a period of time with the
pastor, investigate how his action
progressed to that point, and plan to
prevent such progression in the fu
ture. It is clear from Paul’s severe
treatment o f the sin found in the
Corinthian church (I Cor. 5) that
public sin among members directly
associated with a church is intoler
able. Consequently, it would not be
wise to rush the membership pro
cess with a newly repentant believer.
Therefore, neither the adulterous
individual nor the homosexual indi
vidual is currently fit for member
ship in the church; however, both
people should be surrounded in
God’s love manifested through the
church. That love must entail ac
ceptance, friendship and account
ability in order that they might con
tinue to grow in Christ’s likeness.
As we, too, aspire toward Christ’s
image, let us observe His treatment
o f the woman caught in adultery
(John 8). He silenced her accusers
by establishing the equality of sin
before God, and after declaring that
He would not condemn her, Christ
commanded that she go forth and
sin no more.
He expected that following con
frontation with her sin, the woman
would no longer engage in such ac
tion. We are in no position to be
malicious accusers; instead, we are
to be ambassadors of grace.
The long-and-short of it is that our
effectiveness at reaching gays and
lesbians for Christ has absolutely
nothing to do with our willingness
to accept them as church members.
Instead, it rests entirely upon our
commitment to treating sexually sin
ning individuals the way that Christ
did. We must recognize the equality
of all sin before God, act in grace
and urge toward holiness.
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V icw poiin is
Procrastinator M anages to Write
Column in Time for Publication
R o b e r t C h e s tn u t
S ta ff W rite r

It’s hard trying to be original
these days. Just look at limp
bizkit. I get stuck with the same
material over and over again, like
a cruel joke or something. Do I
want to write about snow? NO
I DON’T, but it keeps snowing!
Do I want to complain about
getting stuck in an airport? No,
but when I went home over the
w eekend and got stuck at
LaGuardia again, I felt the need
to complain. (Well, complain
more than just that sentence at
least).
I found that I had almost run
out of ideas, and since I was
lacking a red-headed muse I de
cided to put this article off until
the last possible minute. The re
sult, aside from the threats on
my life from my lovely, patient
•and caring editors, was a sud
den realization that the topic I
should write about was driving
this writer’s block in the first
place. The very lifeblood of stu
dents, the very fiber o f my be
ing and the source behind some
of my greatest work. Procrasti
nation.
Yes, I am a senior. I don’t do
work, only play. I attend class if
it is beneficial to my time. I bleed
extra-curricular activities and I
don’t sleep.
Yet every now and then I do
have to do an occasional project
or something along those lines,

and, being a communication arts
major, I have a really hard time
doing it.
I should add that it’s not that I
d o n ’t w ant to do the
w ork...w ell, um m ...anyw ay,
it’s just that there are so many
other things to do. Granted,
these things change as we get
old, and that which hinders me
now didn’t hinder me freshman
year.
For example, when I had a
five-page research paper due dur
ing my freshman year, I found
other more important things to
occupy my time. Like the de
struction o f my unit mates in
Jedi Knight or Quake.
Many people, like my parents,
feel that this is a huge waste of
time. I have to disagree. While
many use the old “hand-eye co
ordination” lie as the true reason
for playing video games, I sim
ply go with the idea that in the
highly unlikely event that an
army of dark Jedi should sud
denly be loosed upon the earth,
1 and a number of other un-ath
letic males will be able to defend
the planet.
I know that I am not alone in
this struggle, and there are many
others who can identify with me.
Girls, don’t laugh; how many
people do you have on your
buddy list? And how many e
mails do you actually write the
LOL in? Yeah, th at’s what I
thought. You are also doing a
great job of contributing to the

downfall of western society! My
favorite part about procrastina
tion, though, are the conversa
tions that you have with your
self in the midst of deadlines, like
the ever-popular, “Wow this is a
lot harder than I thought.”
Or the age-old idea to “call
some other kid in your class and
hope by everything that is sacred
that they have the notes you
need.”
O f course, let’s not forget the
all-nighters, the un-welcomed
guest of things like The Elms and
Cedarwalks. An all-nighter is like
marriage - everybody on the out
side wants in and everyone on
the inside wants out. (K ID 
DING!)
After the play time is over and
it’s time to actually get down to
work, it’s amazing what the brain
is capable of doing under such
pressure.
Think of it: you haven’t slept
in four days, you know that the
posters on your wall are talking
to each other and you’ve got
enough caffeine and sugar in you
to make you a poster child for
Ritalin.
This all culminates in the abil
ity to crank out a 55-page paper
from scratch, which gives a
clear and precise picture of how
the basic metaphorical concepts
in a Bruce Springsteen album are
capable of transcending time and
space and bringing about world
peace. Confused? That’s OK, I
was too, but I still got a B.

You have the POWER to
d r iv e '

Student Faces

JIann
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Jessica Hunt
Multi-Age Special
Education
Sibs? My two baby brothers
who I love so much! Andy 20 and Clayton - 16
Hometown? Kettering, OH
W ho is your favorite
chapel speaker and why?
James MacDonald because he
just tells it how it is. He’s so
bold and genuine about his
faith. I have a lot of respect
for him.
Who have been the most
influential people in your life
and why? My grandma, Nana
because she’s so wise, yet so
down to earth. She’s kind and
compassonate. She finds the
silver lining to every cloud and
learns from every situation.
Also, my boyfriend Matt, be
cause he’s so diligent and hard
working. He puts 110% into
everything he does but still
makes time to laugh and have
fun.
If you could change one
rule here at Cedarville, what
would it be? Well, I really like
to dance, so...
What is your favorite line
from a song? “...don’t you say
why were the old days better,
just because you’re scared of
the unknown...”

W ednesday, Mansh Sth

Sturfeitf Center, Event Room* 12s3 Opm»6 :30pni
m m “ G R O O V Y * T - s h i r t s t o a ll
re g is te re d d o n o rs
CamnminityBlood Center
Senses.

Donate HoocLJfs About L t f o t
Bring C o w ID cams tw rienttftcatert
with your taelal aacurity number

Pick

W hat song often gets
stuck in your head? Any that
Dan Konopasek and Janna Gra
ham sing on the way home
from student teaching every
day!

What is the one thing that
you have done that you would

never do again, but would
recommend to someone else
to try? A friend pushed me
down our sidewalk in a shop
ping cart. I would highly
rcommend it, just watch out
for the bumps and cracks in
the sidew alk or bad things
could happen, trust me.
I f you could take four
friends on a road trip this
w eekend, who would you
take and where would you
go? 1would take Matt, Manda,
Sarah and Summer and we
would go stay with the Allisons
in L.A. then spend every day
at The Price Is Right until one
of us got the closest bid with
out going over.
What one modern conve
nience could you not live
without? e-mail
In your opinion, what is
the greatest m ovie o f all
time? You’re killin’ me Smalls!
The Sandlot, of course!
What is your favorite ce
real? Rice Krispies-mixed with
melted marshmallows
Which off campus dining
establishment do you most
frequent? Panera

When at the mall, in
which store do you spend the
most time? Any store with the
big red 70% -off clearance
signs in front of their doors.
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V ie w poin
Pick-a-Dates N ot a Path to Love
Jtanna G raham
S ta ff W rite r

With my senior year spiraling
toward the finish line, I’ve found
toyself becoming nostalgic, con
templative and super sappy. Ev
erything seems to hold some
kind of collegiate significance 5 memory. While there are so
teany things I love about my
Cedarville experience, there is
°ne tradition I won’t miss: picka'dates.
For those privileged few who
We never been coaxed or cohced onto a pick-a-date, be glad,
i>e thankful—you have escaped
teiscathed. A pick-a-date is a
Sroup date, generally organized
enterprising singles. The point
°f a pick-a-date is to surreptii'ously spend an evening with a
toember of the opposite sex (that
5tou secretly like) in a non-threat
ening environment. Pick-a-date
toles are fairly simple: everyone
Pretends they don’t know each
°ther and acts as though they
Aren’t interested in their date.
Che ultimate goal is for at least
°ne happy couple to emerge
from the evening; this is the test
°f a good pick-a-date.
I went on my first pick-a-date
atthe beginning o f my freshman
/ear. Our group went to a play,
1seemingly safe outing. Every
thing seemed to be going well
fntil I noticed my date doodling
°n a piece of paper during the
tecond act. I tried to be calm
^hen he handed me a picture
thoughtfully entitled, “Man Get
ting his Head Blown off by Bul*et.” Chilled by the experience,
1Was reminded o f why I never
W the artist types.
On my second pick-a-date, I
Wnd myself accompanied by a
^-year-old freshman, recently
^charged from militaiy service,
[frs cowboy hat, string tie, shiny
W ts and perfectly groomed
toatee only heightened his star
in g resemblance to Garth
W oks. He spent the entire
Wning making obscure refer
e e s to the knives and highJtowered military-issue rifles he
e apparently hidden in his dorm
r°om. I spent the remainder of
he school year buying security
thistles and Mace, trying des
perately to fight off feelings of

I

deep paranoia. By my sopho
more year I resigned myself to
the inevitability of pick-a-dates.
My group of friends had already
em braced the concept and
deemed it a successful way to
“meet new people.” Since I had
always heard that writing was
therapeutic, I decided to begin
documenting the events of each
future pick-a-date.
Pick-a-date #5:
8:36 p.m.: I really shouldn’t
have been surprised to discover
that this was a TWIRP date . . .
never mind the glaring fact that
TWIRP week has long since
passed and I’ve never seen this
guy before in my life.
8:50 p.m.: We order ice cream
at Young’s (I’m initially OK with
the proposition that Em treating
him). He requests the most ex
pensive item on the menu - it
has the word “Bull” in the title.
8:51 p.m.: I tell him that I’m
giving up refined sugar for Lent.
I think I detect a sneer on his
face.
8:59 p.m .: We play a
“couple’s” game in which we are
to come up w ith answers to
semi-intimate questions. I at
tempt to appear uninterested.
When presented with the query,
“Where would we go on our
honeymoon?” he immediately
says, “Montana.” I’m not sure
I’m okay with this; M ontana
seems a bit secluded. Then he
says, “the mountains.” I think I
forgotmy backpack
and climbing shoes.
9:16 p.m.: He cheats during
the game. Although we are on
the same team, I kindly point this
out to him. He laughs, then whis
pers something unintelligible in
my ear.
9:32 p.m.: We play another
game. He describes me as a
“Canadian goose.”
9:58 p.m.: Young’s closes. He
wants to stay and play another

game. Apparently he doesn’t
have any hom ew ork. 10:11
p.m.: We take a group picture.
From somewhere he procures a
stray black cat which he holds
above my head as a passing eld
erly couple snaps the photo. Just
an omen o f death or m erely
seven years of bad luck? *
10:28 p.m.: I despair of ever
meeting someone normal.
I soon discovered that writ
ing about my experiences didn’t
help either. All it did was give me
proof in hard copy form: I was
an official pick-a-date failure.
My endeavor to be a supportive
friend had derailed; even though
I was always semi-involved with
the “plan a pick-a-date fun,” I
never quite caught on to how to
do it right.
Despite my personal pick-adate woes, I still feel entitled to
dispense advice— seeing as how
I’ve “been around the block,” as'
they say.
Number one: never exchange
stuffed animals prior to meeting
your date in person (this makes
the actual meeting really weird).
Number two: never go on a picka-date with someone who looks
older than your parents. Num
ber three: always carry updated
identification, a Kroger card and
pepper spray. Number four: if
your date looks/ acts sketchy, do
not give them any pertinent in
formation about yourself or ride
alone with them in a mini-van.
Number five (and most impor
tant): just because your date is
weird, psycho or needs to be in
stitutionalized, this in no way
means that there is anything in
herently wrong with you (make
this your mantra).
The good news is: there is life
after the pick-a-date circuit. At
least, that’s what I’ve been told.
Until I find out for sure, friends,
laughter and lots of cappuccino
can make anything livable.

Student Organization * Clubs * Sports Teams
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our
programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the pro
gram! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or www.campusfundraiser.com
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What led you to your cur
rent position on campus? We
came to Cedarville in 1985 from
Whitney Point, NY. I originally
came to Cedarville College as a
welder.

If you could spend five min
utes in an elevator with any
one person, who would it be?
The apostle Paul; there are a lot
o f things I’d like to ask him
about his travels and his inter
actions with people.

W hat’s the best part of
your job? Talking with the stu
dents and interacting with them

What is your favorite pas
time? I like to hunt, fish and
work on my cars.

How did you meet your
wife? At a wedding—we were
both in it, and I was her escort
down the aisle (both times!).

Is there anything you’ve
alw ays w anted to do but
haven’t? I’ve always wanted
to go to Alaska . . . and I’m
going! I’ll be leaving in August
on a missions trip with the Uni
versity.

What is the biggest goal
you have for your life? To be
the best I can be; to glorify God
in all that I do. If I can’t strive
toward that, I don’t have any
thing worth striving for.
What was your first job?
When I was 14, I had a morn
ing paper route. I had 250 pa
pers I delivered each morning
before I w ent to school. It
taught me how to work hard the ethics o f a job.
To what animal do you con
sider yourself most similar?
A tiger—always looking for an
opportunity
D escribe your favorite
childhood memory: Always
being around my dad, grandfa
ther and uncles. They were all
mechanics, so whenever they
were working on a car I’d be
there with them.

1

What is a little-known fact
about yourself? We bought
Beans -n- Cream three years
ago. I actually received the first
100-cupper card they ever gave
out. It’s a lot of fun— not re
ally a job.
If your life were a docu
mentary, what would the title
be? If life’s a bowl of coffee
beans, why can’t I get enough
caffeine?

Who is your hero? My fa
ther. He taught me work ethic,
how to drink coffee, how to
reach for what I wanted. If it
wasn’t for him, I wouldn’t be
where I am today.
Which local restaurant do
you most often frequent?
Main Street Station
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Not
Snow Hinders Travel, N ot Talent Ragtime Pianist
Performs in Cedarvilli m N
R a c h e l G anong'

C o n tr ib u tin g ' W riter

While the drifting snow kept
many students on campus last
weekend, the 36th annual Alpha
Chi Talent Show on Saturday
evening provided relief from
cabin fever.
“There were alm ost 1,000
people at the show this year, and
we were very happy with that,”
said senior Alpha Chi member
Jason Headlee.
Alpha Chi, a m en’s service
organization since 1957, has pro
duced the talent shows since
1967. This year’s winners were
gloved pianist Adam Calvert
(sophom ore),
tap-dancers
Lauren Callahan and Allison
West (freshmen), and the bar
ber-shop quartet with an African
twist, “Three Men and a Little
Tenor,” taking the third, second
and first place cash prizes, re
spectively.
The winning act wowed the
audience with an original perfor
mance o f “In the Jungle,” com
plete with safari shirts, bare feet,
incredible harmony and even
slap-stick comedy. The quartet’s
“little tenor,” sophomore Brian
C ouzelis, said, “ Our group
started within five minutes of
arriving on campus. On the first
day of school, Trevor, the lead
singer in the quartet, announced,
‘Hi, my name is Trevor Schuh.
I heard you like to sing.’ To this
day, I still have no idea how he
knew.”
Freshmen Jason Shaeffer and
David Erlandson completed the
quartet that debuted at last fall’s
new student talen t show.
Couzelis said, “I have really en

J a n e a S ch w ab
C o n tr ib u tin g ' W riter

joyed practicing and performing
with these guys. We hope that
the audience had as much fun at
the show as we did, and we look
forward to our next chance to
sing.”
Judging from the audience’s
response, this quartet composed
of a communication arts major,
a mechanical engineering major,
and two music majors will domi
nate the stage in a Cedarville set
ting again, though maybe not one
as creatively decorated as Alpha
Chi’s jazzy lava-lamp covered
platform.
Em cees
C olem an
and
Clevenger prepped the audience
with a dazzling piano duet be
fore they piloted the show for
their second time in four years.
Dr. Clevenger said, “I most en
joyed the enthusiasm o f the
audience...and Jim Colm an’s
startling revelations about his
mosh-pit history.” As for the
audience, they enjoyed receiving
gift certificates, hotel stays for

parents’ weekend, goodie bas
kets, and even TWIRP date
hook-ups, in addition to the 11
acts slated for the evening.
The opening act, Smallskat
and the Skittlelickers, returned
for their second appearance at
the Alpha Chi Talent show, cre
ating beats with objects from
brooms to recycling tubs. Jun
ior AmyBeth Lowe, who calls
the B aham as hom e, ’ said,
“Smallskat and the Skittlelickers
are remarkably similar to the
native Bahamian music called
‘Rake and Scrap.’”
Other acts included a southof-the-border styled classical
guitar piece from freshm an
Drew Stedman, stand-up com
edy from junior Ryan Atkinson
and a bass guitar performance
from freshman Steve Ziegenfuss
and junior Mike DiCuirci. Ac
cording to senior Andy Vargo,
“DiCuirci and Ziegenfuss defi
nitely took the show. One’s gotta
love bass!” The audience, how
ever, voted differently.
“The atmosphere was so highspirited and fun, just like the
acts,” said sophomore Bethany
Johnessee, a m em ber o f the
warm-up clad track team that
returned from their weekend
meet just in time for the show.
Headlee said, “Our vice presi
dent, Dan Roeber, did an out
standing job of coordinating the
show, and it ended up being a
successful fundraiser for us and
a great event for everyone who
attended.” Johnessee said, “I’m
just waiting to see how Alpha Chi
will top this next year.”

Mas Ikemiya, a classical pia
nist known as the “Victor
Borge of American Ragtime,”
performed at the Cedarville
Opera House February 22.
Founder and leader of the
New York Ragtime Orchestra,
Ikemiya has received interna
tional distinction for his ac
complishments. He has per
formed in numerous countries,
including Guam, Mexico, Bul
garia and India, and has re
ceived several awards for his
work with the people of Sibe
ria. In addition, he is a recipi
ent of the UN award for “Pro
moting World Peace,” and
was nominated for a Grammy
in 1994.
Joyce R eese and Judy
Smith, president and vice
president of the Opera House
Society (OHS), respectively,
organized the event. They first
heard about Ikemiya when he
was featured at OPAN, a
showcase for classical artists
in Ohio.
Beginning with classical
pieces, Ikemiya demonstrated
a mastery of Beethoven. His
rendition o f “Swanee River
Rag” included a sing-a-long
with the audience’s help. Un
fortunately, some o f the
younger audience members
were not familiar with this
classic tune. During the rag

Ikemiya s ragtime took the audience back
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Nothing Original ‘About Schmidt’ Columbus Ballet Met
Performs Shakespeare
[\\( in Nicholson’s Performance
; C he'l
R y a n C u lp e p p e r
m em bel
C o n tr ib u tin g ; W riter
the piant
iea after1 The disdain of most moviego

ers for the film critic is no se
o rm an d cret. A few m om ents at the
i the hi! megaplex urinal, and you’re cer
’tim e ali tain to catch comments like,
is. Befof “Critics condemned the film, so
rovided I’m sure it’s great.” Elitists,
long wil laughable aesthetes, pretentious
tion aboi sophists high on their own hot
ained til air—the stigma is familiar. The
Ragtim1bevy of the blockbuster crowd
ate 1890 seems certain the critics laud or
sling itif lambaste with relative arbitrari
le Missii’ ness— if it’s strange enough,
appear id they’ll love it; entertaining
;ne f o r 1enough, they’ll hate it—and so
:ime mad forth.
ie relea? No film in recent memory
w h ic1Validates the theory more whole
rack im heartedly than “About Schmidt,”
rican cid a m ind-num bingly bland
picaresque piece well-stocked
Ik e m ij1With critical affection, painfully
ting con1 low on substance.
itatemef
Based on a novel by Louis
Begley, the film begins on the
retirem ent day o f longtim e
Omaha insurance salesman Warten Schmidt (Jack Nicholson)
and rehashes the same tired rev
elation that— surprise— his life
Will never be the same. Schmidt
com m ences a sham elessly
forced “search for identity” as,
ining tbl one by one, his planks of stabil
e musb ity are removed. Stodgy wife
ie diffe( deceased and distant daughter
and ft engaged, Schmidt endeavors to
reconnect with him self via a
ge 12 Winnebago pilgrimage through
the (shoddily romanticized) prai
rie.
Heralded as a subdued master
piece, “About Schmidt” nonethe
less lacks the suppressed inten
sity of minimalism and packs
Way too much schmaltz for high
drama. Effective minimalism re
quires carefully calculated,
largely implied emotion and plot,
but “About Schmidt” can’t de
liver. Mostly, the film feels con
fused, as if director Alexander
Bayne could not decide whether
to create an understated portrait
of the everyman (which is never
achieved) or a gooey, intention
ally precious fable of family love.
Bor every time the cinematog
raphy glorifies the mundane
(long shots of clocks ticking,

em pty room s, etc.), it also
abuses cliched, prepackaged
camera work—must we endure
Schmidt’s gratuitous outpour
ings to his dead wife as a shoot
ing star dazzles the sky?
The screenplay tries desper
ately to appear bare-bones, but
it cannot resist indulging in
cheap emotional drivel. For in
stance, Schmidt satiates his lone
liness by “adopting” an impov
erished African orphan he sees
on a TV infomercial (how origi
nal). His self-conscious letters to
the boy offer occasional mo
ments o f darkly funny, almost
spiritual insight, but even this
device is eventually exploited.
The pinnacle o f S ch m id t’s
cookie-cutter rebirth comes
when the boy sends him a reply
letter and painted picture, after
w hich we are treated to
heartrending music and abundant
tears, as if 50 cents a day has
somehow purchased Schmidt a
new soul.
The series of events by which
we are expected to believe
Schmidt has rediscovered the
grand and total meaning o f life
is analogously trite and predict
able. Retirement parties, wed
ding receptions and road trips
have long been pillaged of pro
fundity, and “About Schmidt”
does little to reinvent them. Re
ally, are we supposed to take
Schm idt’s burned-out bridal
toast as serious soliloquy?
In the spirit of the film’s (mis
guided) minimalist intentions,
Nicholson tries his hand at un
deracting but merely ends up
with an ambivalent character.
Over the course of the film, one
wonders how many times he
will have to look at Schmidt’s
expressionless face and scruti
nize it for meaning that simply
isn’t there. Nicholson’s perfor
mance is dry and lifeless, taking
every shortcut. W hereas the
trained minimalist would create
genuine emotion and ensconce
it for the view er to unearth,
Nicholson cheats the whole ar
tistic process and just stares
blankly into the camera, time
after time. The effect should be
insu ltin g to audiences. But
Nicholson can’t even keep this
plebian technique consistent.
When the film gets long and te

dious, he abruptly abandons the
cause and wrings every drop of
sap from his haphazardly senti
mental final scenes.
Luckily, the film has a few
redeeming performances. Kathy
Bates infuses vibrant new life
into otherwise comatose scenes
with her portrayal o f Roberta, a
robust, endearingly bawdy in
law. A cheery wellspring of hi
larious vulgarities, 54-year-old
Bates stops the show when she
surprises the uptight Schmidt in
the hot tub— flabby and un
abashedly in the nude.
Dermot Mulroney is also ef
fective as Randall, Schmidt’s
greasy but well-meaning poten
tial son-in-law, and stage actor
Harry Groener adds humorous
charm as a guileless fellow
camper.
Overall, though, one doesn’t
know exactly how to feel at the
end of “About Schmidt,” which
could be construed as a job well
done for a minimalist, except that
this film arrives there in all the
wrong ways. Had the film at
least maintained its boring hori
zontal tone, there could be some
satisfaction in Schmidt’s life as
just plain empty, relentlessly
evaded by genuine feeling— a
conclusion not wholly artful in
its execution but still demonstrat
ing som e unity. But the
milquetoast sentiments we are
nauseatingly force-fed only in
terrupt whatever flow the film
may have built and leave us with
a tacky, insipid taste in our
mouths.
Perhaps the great tragedy of
“About Schmidt” is that critics
are still falling all over them
selves to extol it, as if they are
savvy enough to detect a
thoughtful core that really
doesn’t exist anywhere in the
film. Thankfully the film sur
prised many by missing a best
picture nom ination, though
N ic h o lso n ’s clout som ehow
found him on the actors’ short
list. The lesson to be learned, if
there is a lesson in “A bout
Schmidt,” is that you can’t al
ways believe what you read.
The only real emptiness you will
feel is the hole in your wallet.

+ + + +

S h a ro n G irou ard
C o n tr ib u tin g ; W riter

“A M idsum m er N ig h t’s
Dream” is a tale of love and con
fusion. It is a story of blunders
and blushing, m isc h ie f and
magic. The energetic production
by the Columbus Ballet Met on
February 21 entered into the
spirit of this Shakespearean clas
sic as the performers portrayed
the script beautifully.
The story begins with
Lysander and Hermia meander
ing through a fairyland forest,
which serves as the setting for
the entire perform ance. The
couple is running away from
Hermia’s father, who is unhappy
about her choice o f a fiance.
From here, the scene shifts to
Helena, who is deeply in love
with Demetrius. Though he does
not share her affections, Helena
unrelentingly chases the exasper
ated Demetrius.The choreogra
phy of this scene was superb.
Helena’s movements brought her
right in the face of Demetrius,
who would turn away, only to
find Helena already there, look
ing at him. Though he tried to
physically shake her off, Helena
could not be discouraged.
As this scene fades, the fairy
q u e e n ’s m aids come out to
dance, delighting in the arrival of
their queen. The glee, however,
does not last, as the angry lord
o f the fairies descends upon
them. The fairies become afraid,
and the two rulers of the fairy
world begin to fight.
The lord o f che fairies was
perched on a leafy couch-type
prop, which dangled from wires
in mid-air. At first it appears that
Titania, the queen, will rejoice at
the lord’s return. She merely
fools him, however, spurning
him just as he begins to embrace
her. She will not give Oberon,
the fairy lord, her changeling
child, causing him much displea
sure.
Oberon attempts revenge by
putting the nectar of a magical
flower in Titania’s eyes while she
sleeps. The nectar will make her
fall in love with the first person
she sees after waking. He in
structs his servant, Puck, to find
an unusual partner for Titania.

Puck finds a peasant and
changes his head into the head
of a donkey. Upon awakening,
Titania beholds the donkey-man
and is overwhelmed with love for
him. Titania’s maids are horri
fied.
The character o f Puck was
portrayed very well. His comic
relief was woven through the
ballet. His movements were very
energetic, exuding a playful,
carefree attitude. W hen he
laughed, his entire body vibrated
with the effort.
Oberon resolves to haVe Puck
put the m agical n ectar in
Demetrius’ eyes as well. Puck,
however, mistakes Lysander for
Demetrius, and puts the nectar
in L ysander’s eyes instead.
Lysander wakes, sees Helena,
and falls in love with her. She
spurns him violently. To right the
situation, Oberon puts the nec
tar in Demetrius’s eyes. Now
Helena is truly irritated because
she has two men pursuing her.
A particularly humorous part
of this choreography was when
the two men were kissing Hel
ena, each man kissing one cheek.
Helena, exhausted from being
pursued, fell backward, leaving
the men to accidentally kiss each
other. The men reacted in total
disgust, much to the audience’s
amusement. The situation is fi
nally straitened out so that
Lysander and Hermia are once
again in love, and Helena and
Demetrius declare their love for
one another. Oberon puts nectar
in Titania’s eyes and she falls in
love with him once again, offer
ing him her changeling child.
Overall, the performance was
well done. However, it did lack
certain elements of difficulty.
The choreography did not in
clude any lifts. Most of the danc
ing was light-hearted and fairly
easy.
Interestingly, an opera accom
panied the dancers in certain
parts of the ballet. This is un
usual because in ballet everything
is norm ally com m unicated
through gestures and dancing.
The opera accompaniment was
effective, though, because it in
terpreted the emotions and ac
tions of the dancers.
For more information check
out the website at Balletmet.org.
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Elms
continuedfrom page 1
Cedarville stage, when they
opened for Jars of Clay. Dur
ing their performance, the band
members talked o f their own
school days as class officers and
shared what Christ means to
them, especially during life’s dif
ficulties.
“I just want you to know, it’s
going to be okay. Maybe some
one out there needs to hear that
tonight,” Thomas said, as he
went into his next song.
After a short break, The Elms
came back out with even more
energy. Daugherty strummed

_j—

’Cite eellctp

away with some amazing guitar
solos as Chris Thomas was in
back expressively banging the
drums. Miller hit the bass sport
ing a California t-shirt with a
small scarf wrapped around his
neck.
“They were awesome! They
had an incredibly awesome set.
I would definitely go again,”
freshman Jeremy Raburn said,
as he sipped a cream soda the
band had given to him.
Freshm an A nna C raycraft
screamed so much she could
barely squeak out the words:
“They’re better now that I rec
ognize more songs.” Upon find
ing out Chris Thomas was mar-

ried, Craycraft again w his
pered, “But he’s still my favor
ite.”
Preceding the concert, The
Elms mingled with some stu
dents. As Thomas was busily
signing CDs and posters, I
asked if 1 could ask him some
questions while he wrote.
Instead, he signed his last sig
nature and gave me his undi
vided attention, wholeheartedly
ready to respond. He told me
o f how the group started in
high school, basing their min
istry out o f church and doing
outreach shows for the com
munity. From there they de
sired
to
do
more

mainstreaming, choosing rock
and roll as their avenue to wit
ness. “Rock and roll and truth
can come together,” Thomas
said.
The Elms love old bands that
have been around for years, and
their wish for the future is to
hang around just as long, build
ing a reputable career in the
meantime.
The band members enjoyed
their time at Cedarville. “We’re
always so warmly embraced,”
Thomas said.
Overall, The Elms were quite
a success. “ We have been
blessed to be a part,” Thomas
exclaimed. “Rock on!”

Ragtime

Wor

continuedfrom page 10
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C OFFEE CO RNER Art Celebrates ‘Spirit of Freedom’
C j\ o ria J e a n ’s
L yd ia S c h n ittg -e r
C o n t r ib u t in g W riter

Is it time to go out looking
for spring clothes again? The
people at Fairfield Commons
apparently think so, with new
store displays of the spring lines
o f clothing, even though snow
continues to fall outside. So
after a long day of shopping or
window-shopping, as I like to
do, what else is better than a
cup of coffee on your way out
of the mall?
Gloria Jean’s is conveniently
located in the bottom floor of
the Fairfield Commons mall.
The narrow store is full of
mugs, teapots and other cof
fee accessories, in addition to
the variety of coffee beans and
ready-to-drink cups o f coffee.
W hen 1 w ent to G loria
Jean’s, the line was long, and
the place was packed. I felt like
we were being herded through
like cattle, but apparently I was
the only one not accustomed to
the hectic rush. The other cus
tomers just pushed their way
up to the front o f the line,
placed their orders, and then
quickly moved to the left (in
“Soup Nazi” fashion) to receive
their quickly m ade-to-order
coffee.
I felt very rushed by the
whole experience. To add to
the overall feeling o f conve
nience over comfort, there is

no seating at Gloria Jean’s. If
you are lucky, you might be
able to find a bench in the
middle of the mail’s wide hall
ways, but most o f the cus
tomers just carry their coffee
with them through the mall.
Gloria Jean’s offers a rather
small variety of coffee that in
cludes lattes and m ochas.
Along with the coffee menu,
they offer other hot drinks like
the steamer (if you are going
to get this, get it with vanilla
flavoring), tea, and chai. Even
though the coffee menu might
not be extensive, Gloria Jean’s
has a large v ariety o f
smoothies and shakes that are
wonderful. Flavors include
O reo, caram el, and w hite
chocolate. The menu price
range is average, from $1.25
for a small cup o f flavored
coffee to $5.57 for a large
smoothie.
Overall, I felt like an incon
venience to the busy staff of
Gloria Jean’s, but the coffee
was good, and the service was
fast, which is really why many
o f the customers go to this
mall-based coffee shop.
Gloria Jean’s Gourmet
Coffees
2727 Fairfield Commons
# E 171, Dayton
937-426-1672
Open during mall hours
+ +
+
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in African-American History
J u lia S u lliv a n
C o n tr ib u tin g - W riter

On your usual route to
Chuck’s, you may have noticed
a bold new art exhibit in the dis
play cases in front of the the
atre. The Campus Activities Of
fice brought this display, entitled
“The Spirit of Freedom,” from
Central State University in honor
of Black History Month.
Several years ago, CSU col
laborated with the National AfroAmerican Museum and Cultural
Center to commemorate “the
spirit of freedom” embodied in
the heritage o f African-Ameri
cans. They selected seven Afri
can-American artists, including
one Central State student, to cre
ate works of art for the occa
sion.
Along with “unknown broth
ers and sisters,” the collection
honors three noted individuals in
black history - John Brown, Ida
B. Wells and Joseph C. Carroll.
Brown, known as “God’s angry
man,” was hanged in 1859 for
trying to lead a violent slave up
rising.
Born to slaves in 1862, Wells
went on to become an influen
tial journalist who led a wide
spread anti-lynching campaign.
Carroll, a pastor and historian,
authored a noted book on sla

very called Slave Insurrections
in the United States.
This seven-piece collection is
an interesting display o f crosses
and sculpture created from a
m otley assortm ent o f m edia
such as wire, PVC piping and
wood.
The art has generated varied
reactions from students. Junior
Jennifer Buckner described the
exhibit as “powerful...I almost
cried.”
Junior C ynthia Rich, who
works at the Writing Center, said,
“We definitely benefit from ex
posure to what’s going on out
side C edarville in the art
world...it would be great to see
more art on campus. In the Writ
ing Center, w e’re seeking art-
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Women Take Second to Indiana Wesleyan in Track Meet

J[en l e t rick
;ht hear i ____________________
is evoke C o n tr ib u tin g - W riter
ence, pet
lould nc On February 22, the track and
eir past/1^ team boarded the bus for
the NCCAA Indoor National

3 d e m o r^ amP*ons^'Ps at P*nc^ ay Unir m usic/e.r s'^ '
. . In all the meets, CU athletes
'Panyinperformed well, setting several
ne piec^cj100| recorcis anci making many
/ith an ^qualifying marks for the NAIA
ift instrxhJationals. As the indoor track
ly Frienfeeason is almost complete, the
rer “seeback and field team continues
vhat theto show improvement, getting
ready to launch into a success
______ ful outdoor season.
Coach Je ff Bolender said,
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improved and should continue to
Progress through the outdoor
season. Continued dedication
Will help make this a great sea
son.”
to put uf
NCCA A Indoor Nationals
p
competition is always an excit
ing event for the teams. At this
p omo%,ee^ Christian schools from
apprecijCross
country are able to
ue of th'unite for competition. One of the
aes pot Unique aspects of this meet is
toe spiritual dimension that is
discrimi Present. The meet starts and finahorreni'shes with prayer, and even un
more ai^er intense competition, the athmovinf'etes are un’ted by their shared
,
^jtoith in Jesus Christ.
Throughout the track season,
,,
. ,toe track team remains devoted
\ e sai tQ jts pUrp0se to giorify God
ectot e'through its com petition,
p us un Bolender said, “The Lord has
II differ blessed Cedarville with a wonnd othd derful group [of athletes].”
By starting a weekly Bible
main of % dy and by being an encour
agement to each other, the ath
letes seek to keep their focus on
Christ. Junior Sarah Roberts
explained that “prayer is such an
'important aspect of our lives as
Christians...Having Bible studies
together is a good time to get
together...[and] pray for each
°ther...It is also a great way to
Set to know everyone.”
The NCCAA National meet
^as a long day of competition,
Parting at 9:30 a.m. and ending
at 6:30 p.m. The day was a very
Successful one, as the women
finished in second place with 98
Points. Indiana Wesleyan won
toe meet with 130 points. The
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Cedarville men placed seventh.
For the Lady Jackets, Senior
Erin Nehus tore up the 3,000meter dash, finishing in first
place with 10:32.26, which was
almost a lap ahead of her com
petition. She also finished third
place in the one-mile run with a
time o f 5:20.18.
Senior Jennifer Tetrick finished
in third place in the 5,000-meter
run. Freshman Lauren Mable had
a busy day, as she placed sec
ond in the 400-meter dash in
1:00.4. She also broke the
school record in the 55-meter
dash (fifth place in 7.47 sec
onds) and placed sixth in the
200-meter dash with a time of
27.20 seconds.

“Continued dedi
cation will help
make this a great
season.”
-Coach Jeff Bolender
Senior Michalena Gluchowski
placed third with her throw of
13.4 meters in the weight throw,
followed by junior M ichaela
Bolton with a 13.29-meter mark.
Sophomore Rachel Castro won
the pole vault with her jump of
11 feet, breaking the record she
set at the All-Ohio Champion
ships on February 15.
For the men, senior Drew
Nelson placed fourth with an
outstanding kick around the
back stretch o f his 800-meter
race. Freshman Matt Trammel
finished seventh out of 20 com
petitors in the 200-meter dash,
breaking the current school
record. Twenty-five laps around
a 200-meter track can make re
cording the laps a challenge,
w hich com petitors realized
when they had to run one extra
lap during the 5,000-meter race.
In spite of the additional distance
and time added to the race,
freshman Dan Campbell won the
event, and senior Alan Bruder
finished in third place.
In the field events, sophomore
Tim Beck marked 6.68 meters
in the long jump, placing second
overall. Freshman Joel Smith
placed fourth in the high jump,
jumping 6 ft., 4 in. Junior James

Yahara threw 14.25 meters in the
weight throw.
The throwers are doing an
excellent job this season, espe
cially with the current athletic
facilities still under construction.
Being unable to practice with the
regulation w eights until the
meets, the throwers are still put
ting forth “good effort” and
showing “incredible improve
m en t,” according to Coach
Bitsko, the throw ing coach.
Even though the pole vaulters
have to travel to Wilmington
University in order to vault, they
are still performing very well.
The week before NCCAA Na
tionals, some members o f the
team traveled to the All-Ohio In
door Championships at Findlay
University, while the others par
ticipated in the Denison Invita
tional.
Because of the level three win
ter warnings, the second van
destined for Findlay was unable
to depart from the Athletic Cen
ter. Junior Mary Rose Hocevar,
one of the runners unable to com
pete at All-Ohio, said, “It was
really disappointing not being
able to run, but I’m glad that my
teammates were able to do as
well as they did.”
With one van stranded on
C e d a rv ille ’s cam pus, the

Cedarville women’s team was neyed to* the non-scoring
represented by only three run Denison Invitational, where
ners, one pole vaulter and two com petitors made some out
throwers. In spite of the small standing m arks. Freshm an
num ber o f com petitors, the Laurie Frazer placed second in
Lady Jackets won the NAIA the triple jump in 32-2, followed
portion o f the meet with 55 by her team m ate, freshm an
points. Central State followed Rachel Johnson, in fourth place
closely behind with 54 points with a jump of 30-11.75. Sopho
and Rio Grande scored a total more Bethany Johnessee, in spite
of recent injury to her shoulder,
of 10 points.
placed
second in the shotput with
NAIA All-American Nehus set
her
throw
of 28-1.75. Freshman
the school record in the indoor
Rachel
Anderson
finished third
5,000-meter run with her time
with
15-7
in
the
long
jump.
of 17:31:34 (third place). Castro
For
the
men,
Beck
won the
also broke the existing indoor
400
meters
in
53.35
seconds
and
school record in the pole vault,
also
placed
fourth
in
the
long
which was set by Jennifer
Heidenreich [Gerber], Castro jump with 19-7. Trammel placed
jumped 10 ft., 10 in., which was first in the 200-meter dash with
improved at NCCAA Nationals his tim e o f 23.33 seconds.
to 11 feet. Tetrick placed 12th Freshman Justin Mattern won
w ith 18:36.57 in the 5,000 the pole vault with his jump of
meters, and Mable placed 14lhin 13 ft., 9in.
Freshm an Clinton Johnson
the 400 with her time of 1:00.44.
The Cedarville men placed sec raced to the finish o f the 55ond in the NAIA division of the meter hurdles, placing third with
All-Ohio Indoor Championships. his time of 8.66 seconds. Only
Smith placed ninth overall in the two meets remain in the 2003
high jump by clearing 6 ft., 2.75 indoor track and field season.
in. Yahara was 11th (45-11.75) The meet at Denison on Febru
in the weight throw while senior ary 28 will continue to prepare
Kent Ruth finished 14th (42-6). the athletes for the upcoming
Central State won the team title outdoor season and the NAIA
with 58 points, while the Yellow meet. NAIA Indoor National
Jackets followed with 24 points. Championships are March 6-8 in
The majority of the team jour Tennessee.

MAYO CLINIC

Embark A ,
on an Adventure
Mayo Clinic Nursing offers unparalleled opportunities for career
mobility and growth, At Mayo Clinic, you have the opportunity to
practice your profession in a world-renowned medical center with
a reputation for high standards, where nursing practice is cioseiy
integrated with advanced education and research programs. Our
hospitals are acute-care, teaching facilities where quality nursing
is our tradition and mission. Mayo Clinic Nursing has received the

Magnet Hospital Recognition Status for Excellence in Nursing
Service. Magnet Status is the highest recognition awarded by the
American Nurses Credentialing Center for excellence in nursing
service and professional growth. To learn more about nursing
opportunities for new grads, please visit our website at

www.mayoclinic.org
Mayo Clinic
Rochester, MN
Phone: 800-562-7984
Fax: 507-266-3168
e-mail: careers@mayo.edu

Refer to job posting #03-39. UCED
Mayo Clinic is an affirm ative action and
equal opportunity educator and employer.
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PLAYER PROFILE: Athletes in Action M inisters to
Michelle Patrick
the World from Xenia Base
R uthim a 'N o r th c u tt

C o n tr ib u tin g - W riter
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When the Lady Yellow Jack
ets hosted Urbana on February
11, spectators may have noticed
that two of the girls on the court
looked very similar. No, these
fan s’ eyes were not playing
tricks on them. Michelle Patrick,
senior guard for Cedarville, has
a twin sister, Melissa, who plays
for Urbana.
Patrick is completing her sec
ond season with the Lady Jack
ets after tra n sfe rrin g from
Sinclair Community College, and
recalls her fondest memory as
being the time she was able to
play against and guard her sis
ter. “Wow, it was weird,” she
said.
Patrick, an exercise science
major from Huber Heights, OH,
began playing basketball when
she was eight years old, inspired
by her babysitter’s daughter,
who played high school basket
ball.
“I love the competition of bas
ketball, as well as the sport in
itself. I love how it is fast paced
most of the time and the differ
ent skills you must have to play,”
said Patrick.
Patrick was, and continues to
be, greatly influenced by a vari
ety of coaches. Tom Bogner, her
first basketball coach, deeply
impacted her. “He was very strict
and demanded only the best. He
was tough on me growing up
and put a lot of time and effort

into making his team successful.”
M oving on to high school,
Patrick’s assistant coach, Robert
Lenehan, took the extra time af
ter practice to tell Patrick the little
things to help her im prove.
Lenehan was a huge encourage
ment to Patrick, not only in bas
ketball, but in all areas of life.
Finally, according to Patrick,
Coach Kirk Martin and Coach
Joy Fagan have been the people
to cap off her career thus far. “1
could not have finished well any
other way,” said Patrick. “They
have truly been the two that I have
gained a lot of respect for—with
their love for God and the way
they work together to make our
team as successful as possible.”
During high school, Patrick re
ceived honorable mention for sec
ond team in her conference, two
years in a row. While at Sinclair,
she received all tournament team
two years in a row, as well as the
most assists (11) in one game.
She also received all-conference
team honors. She regards her big
gest accomplishment as the op
portunity to be part of a college
basketball team.
Patrick claims that getting to
know the coaches and players
here at Cedarville has had the big
gest impact on her life. “I have
never played on an athletic team
that was centered around God
being the main focus,” she said.
“The unity we have is outstand
ing, and the effort we make to
like each other and get along is

See Profile page 15

Michelle Patrick dribbles the ball down the court

M. Riddle/ Cedars
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Since 1966, Athletes in Ac
tion (AIA) has sought to im
pact the world for Jesus Christ
through the outlet o f athletics.
Today’s society is highly en
gaged in sports, and in many
ways, athletics is a universal
language, transcending cul
tural boundaries. People from
different backgrounds can
compete and interact with one
another through the avenue of
sports. Thus, whether they are
spectators or com petitors,
people are impacted by athlet
ics. AIA seeks to capitalize on
a love of sports to communi
cate a message o f love and
forgiveness.
Today, AIA is a recognized
world leader in sports minis
try. Because of its active role
throughout the U.S. and the
world, many people have heard
of the organization, but what
many do not realize, especially
on CU’s campus, is that the
international headquarters of
AIA is 15 miles down the road
in Xenia. From its base in Xe
nia, AIA operates the many di
visions of its ministry.
The desire to “change lives
for Christ” is at the “heart” of
AlA’s mission, according to
Tim Pitcher, representative of
AIA. AIA recognizes that many
athletes are leaders and are
oftentimes looked upon as he
roes in society. AIA states,
“With so many people looking
up to athletes as heroes, we
need heroes looking up to
Christ and pointing the way to
him.” By working with thou
sands o f college and profes
sional athletes and coaches
around the world, AIA seeks
to develop Christ-centered
leaders in the athletic arena.
AIA’s several integrated di
visions are organized at its
base in Xenia. The first min
istry is the campus and pro
fessional sports ministry. Ac
cording to Pitcher, AIA has
many ministers who actively

serve as chaplains on over 35
professional sports teams. AIA
also impacts thousands o f col
lege students through its cam
pus ministries on such campuses
as Ohio State University, Wright
State University, University of
Dayton and many other schools
throughout the U.S.
Through this ministry, Chris
tian athletes can unite and learn
more about being active leaders
for Christ on their teams. AIA’s
campus ministry provides the
support and encouragement that
is so necessary for continued
growth, especially on large secu
lar campuses. Angela Eckmeir,
a volleyball player from UCLA,
revealed that AIA m eetings
helped her to connect with other
Christians.
AIA also has a division devoted
to building C hristian sports
teams that travel throughout the
worid to compete and witness.
The destinations are many, in
cluding France, Thailand, East
ern Europe, Costa Rica, South
east Asia. At each location, AIA
teams of athletes, coaches and
clinicians are able to proclaim the
Gospel to people who would not
normally be exposed to Chris
tianity.
Along with influencing the
lives of others, the AIA team
members also gain individual
experience as they grow “ath
letically, professionally and spiri
tually,” according to Pitcher.
AIA actively recruits members
for the traveling sports teams.
For instance, at the NCCAA In
door National Championships on
February 22, representatives of
AIA spoke with athletes and dis
tributed information to interested

a n d life ”
loach Slagle,
AIA also has a division devot|r g)jxon rar
to staff growth and d e v e lo l^ t’s righ
ment. By developing a spiritualhooped up a
mature staff, AIA can more flat brought t
fectively accom plish its pifet.
poses. AIA holds that the or^ You may bi
nization is responsible to “[traifought this
laborers for a lifetime of min|°rrect' on'
try by developing [its] staff bifedaivd^ ’ v
lically, emotionally, spiritual!^ ran^e
and culturally.” Thus, AIA a .° L ’n 1 e
heres to the teaching in Lu*]ackets „• j
2:52, which states, “And J e s ^ had fune
kept increasing in wisdom aijnj stuff5her
stature, and in favor with G<foge js set, ;
and men.”
(ere - the
AIA is committed to the G rackets are f
Commission to go out into tW'their game
world to share the Gospel. Maii'nnors begii
Cedarville students have intern^0od in thei
for AIA, helping with the re s p o ^ ^ Shawr
sibilities of such a w id e sp re i^ 3 t*ie ^
operation.
frawn^ a c
As the popularity of athleti|^re 1 s
, 1 y
/
, ,
.rams were
spreads across the globe, t,fothe Natioi
need for athletes focused pet, they trs
Christ increases. For more i%ey were 1
formation, visit their website *ount. Who
www.athletesinaction.org
Here’s ho
kdarville w
Ftid-shut ca
Fences. But
°ss, Cedar
Plate would
Hre. So i
hen—a co
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chures and informational dot
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effectively continue and mainti^0 j was a<
AIA’s ministry.
bu going tow
“In Pursuit” is a magazij)U know,” I
published by AIA. Natalie Nuf ’ Winning
editor of the magazine, said, “leaking recor
Pursuit’ looks at many comjfcstor Rohm
nents of putting together a wi>cking the
ning life (coaching, relationshife e rs-” ' °
excellence and more). We ho)onse came'
to communicate the vital r( ^ at s r‘^ lt
faith can play in helping an
™ nm'
lete reach her potential in sP(ecorc) ~^ut
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ches. Fr«The team of destiny. Like our
fenia, ArY own version o f “Hoosource aPrs’”
Cedarville Lady
Many b/c^ets blasted their way into
onal doie recorc* books and earned
jemselves a slot in the National
in orderlL
lumament.
id mainti <■
So I was asked, “What are
)u going to write about?” “Oh,
magazii)U know,” I said, “the same
talieNui.’ Winning games. Rossotti
:, said, ‘leaking records. Coach Slagle,
ly comptstor Rohm and Dr. Dixon
:her a winking the crow d w ith
ationshil'eers.” To which the rei_ We h()onse came, “Jigga what?”
vital r<Jth a t’s right—not only did the
win
again 7and Rizzo
inganat)omen
r
"
,
, .
)ck on 22 more points to her
al in spl
, ,
K
[cord, but our very own
-oach Slagle, Pastor Rohm and
an devotk Qjxon ran across the floor
d e v e lo j^ t’s right - ran) and
spiritual-hooped up a JACKETS cheer
i more Aat brought the stands to their
i its piiet.
the orgl You may be thinking, “But I
to “[traifought this was Cedarville.”
o fm in|0rrection! This is the New
staff biMarv*be, where our women
pirituallfe ran^ed as the cream of the
A1A a r°P *n t*ie brackets, and our
' . . | resident is jum pin’ with the
‘ **! U Jackets.” For those o f you
^
eS}^° had funerals and weddings
,dom a i^ stuff5here is the recap. The
with Gdtage js set5 a]| the players are
ere - the Cedarville Lady
the Grehckets are peaking at the top
t into t!*ftheir game just as tournament
>el. M a j o r s begin. Only one team
; in te r n e d in their way—the formie respo^ble Shawnee State.
despreij As the battle lines were
Ifawn, a curious dilem m a
athleti<bred its ugly face- The two
,
Aams were both on the road
° e’ J>the National Tournament. In
used T^ct, they tread so closely that
more i%ey were tied on every acebsite *ount. Who would advance?
»rg
Here’s how it went down. If
[•edarville won, it was an opentd-shut case: Cedarville ad
vances. But in the event of a
N s, Cedarville and Shawnee
flate would "be tied down to the
Hre. So it com es to this,
f^en— a coin toss. The slow
Motion o f a coin spinning
IWiugh the air would deter
mine the fate of a year’s toil of
ijAeat and effort to the chagrin
cfone’s aspirations and the ex
piation o f the other. Yeah,
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Julie Stauffer takes the ball around a blocked opponent. M. Riddlz/Cedars

whatever... “We’ll have none of
that,” Cedarville said, as they
ended Shawnee’s National hopes
with a reverberating home court
victory.
Never in my life have I seen
so m any people at a Lady
Jacket’s game. If you doubled
the attendance from both o f
Cedarville’s last games, it still
would not compare with the
mass of face-painted spectators
that pushed the line o f3,000 (and
on the side, I think someone
should check the fire code for
the AC). They broke attendance
records, they broke winning
records, they broke game
straight winning records, they
broke the ‘w e’re the coolest
team at Cedarville ever’ records,
and if there are other records,
I’m sure they broke those too.
I think the coaching team de
serves a great big 21 -gun army
salute. Under the guidance of
“visioneer” and Head Coach Kirk
Martin, the Lady Jackets have
the best Cedarville basketball
record in the history o f the
world. Surely Cedarville can be
thankful for a full net of ballhungry capable women, but the
leadership of the coaching staff
is what forms that group of tal
ented individuals into a winning
team.
I had the privilege of watch
ing the coaching in action dur
ing a workout, and even before
practice, Martin is filling the
women’s minds with motivation.
I’ll bet early in his life he had to

question whether or not to be a
preacher or a basketball coach;
actually I just made that up. De
spite the team ’s im peccable
record, Martin tells his team that
we’re at ground zero and we’ll
work just as hard as we have
from the beginning.
I cleverly sneaked a chance to
interview him between whistle
blows. Here’s how it went:
Me: “Coach, how does it feel
to have reached the chance to
go to Nationals?” Martin: “It is
a sure feeling of accomplish
ment, but this is only one of the
goals that we have set and
reached.”
.
Me: “What is your super se
cret weapon?” Martin: “Well
Rizzo is no secret, but on the
road our weapon lies behind the
arch - 3 pt. Land.”
Me: “Have you made any bets
with Slagle?” Martin: “No, but
he’s more optimistic than I am
- he’s got more faith.”
Me: “W hat’s your inspira
tion?” Martin: “I’ve played in the
public school system for years,
and the concept o f playing for
the glory of Christ is why I do
this.”
Seriously, this coach’s passion
is living his testimony out on the
basketball court and in the lives
of his players. On a similar note,
I got to sneak an interview with
Assistant Coach Joy Fagan.
Me: “How’s it feel to coach a
team like this versus playing on
one?”With the women practic
ing up and down the floor and
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Coach Fagan looking thought
fully off into the distance, she
answered: “There’s always a
part of me that misses playing,
but the bottom line is it’s a
greater privilege to facilitate
them [the Lady Jackets] towards
success than m yself toward
success. Coaching is the best
definition of mentoring that I can
think of.”
A tip for you future coaches:
if you want to produce a win
ning team, build your life into
them and practice the character
demonstrated by these two fine
coaches.
For the record, K irsten
Rossotti is the all time leading
scorer... ever (pause for dra
m atic em phasis). Li 1’ M iss
Flunker netted five three-point
ers and landed a total o f 21
points to the outrage of Shawnee
State.
Freshm an Emily Delim po
drilled 14 off the bench at Walsh
and keyed vital rebounds against
Shawnee. Molly Earley rocked
the first two points for Cedarville
and added considerable transi
tion boards to send Shawnee
home.
Julie Stauffer raised the bar 22
points against Rio Grande to
squeak out the win and contin
ues to awe the crow d with
show-stopping drives. Michelle
Patrick, Kylee Teboda, Jamie
Huffman, Beth Bunchkowski
and Tami Gheen make up a huge
threat along the param eter.
Down low, Crystal Stuckey and
sometimes Tamara Gheen keep
their house clean. Leslie Weaver
has had a head concussion for
the past 2 games, but she has
contributed immensely to the
success of our Lady Jackets.
And who could forget the heart
and soul o f the team Lynsey
Fabian, who helped lead the
team to victory?
So we’re going to Nationals
and if there were a tournament
greater than that we’d be going
to that, too. I wonder if Pastor
Rohm and Dr. Dixon will take
the whole team out to Panara
Bread after Nationals, or maybe
we can get Mrs. Dixon to be a
cheerleader, or maybe they’ll
name the new Athletic Center
after m e... probably not on all
accounts, but Panara sounds
good, and maybe they’ll let me
be the Bee. At least that’s the
way I see it.
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Profile
continued from page 14
so amazing. It,was nice for the
first time to pray as a team after
or before a practice and sharing
our problems with each other.”
To sum up the Cedarville Lady
Jackets team, Patrick said, “To
whom much is given, much is
required. We feel that God has
given us a great chance to glo
rify Him and we are trying our
very best to do just that, along
w ith having some fun o f
course.” While her final season
at Cedarville is coming to a close,
Patrick is by no means finished
playing basketball. As an exer
cise science major, she knows
athletics will somehow fit into
her future plans. While she hopes
to play in a basketball league of
some sort, she knows that her
teammates and the memories
made here at Cedarville will not
soon be forgotten.

Tourney
continuedfrom page 1
Championship, which is a very
realistic goal on which the team
has set its sights. Chamberlin
said, “We’ve had a great season,
but we have to put that behind
us now and look ahead to the
post season. This is why we
worked so hard to get there, and
we won’t consider this season
a full success unless we make
some noise in Nationals.”
The first step to this will come
with a win over St. Vincent,
which is currently ranked num
ber three in the country. Though
the game will have no effect on
whether or not the Jackets go
to Nationals, a win would sig
nificantly help their seed in the
tournament. Another reason the
St. Vincent game is significant,
and maybe even more important
to some, is the fact that St.
Vincent beat the Yellow Jackets
on their home court earlier this
season. The Jackets have lost
only two home games all year,
and the 10-point loss to St.
Vincent has some of the Yellow
Jacket players wanting revenge.
Junior guard Josh Gast said,
“We take our home court advan
tage very seriously. We love our
fans, and when someone beats
us on our home court, we take
that very personally.” The team
has the talent, the strong coach
ing and the desire to win it all;
the question will be whether or
not they make it all come together
during the stretch to Nationals.
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‘What? Three words! How is it possible for Com majors to summarize the
greatest major in only three words? An impossibility. Okay, fine . . .
.
flexibility, personal, real.”
Senior Organizational Communications Major Mandy Herd and
Organizational Communications Grad Jason Atwell

“Love the tetrahym ena.”
Junior Biology Major Chuck Lawrence
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“ 5 a.m. alarm rings.”
Junior Middle Childhood Education Major Adelle Schanely

Comtii

“Easy does it.”
Junior Broadcasting Major Kristina Hynes

“Don’t have one.”
Sophomore Undeclared Major Peter Dryer

“Galen P. Smith.”
Senior Accounting and Finance Major Ben “Slim” Camillo
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